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PREFACE 
 

 

I am Rasesh garg , third year student of Engineering Physics (B.Tech) in IIT Delhi . 

A proud Indian and a smiling meditator , love to explore new things that could 

enhance my skills and knowledge . I am a good dancer as well . After graduation I 

plan to join either government or academia , with a aim of contributing my bit for 

the development of my country.  

I joinned Rakshak Foundation Summer internship program for multiple reasons. 

Firstly because of my genuine interest in understanding the functioning of 

government , its policies and implementation apparatus. Secondly, I wanted to 

study and know in depth before framing any opinion or perception about a certain 

topic. Thirdly I was excited to meet the mentors , with expertise and experience of 

long years in the government. Finally I came here because good internships are 

always fun and interesting especially when your co-interns are from varied 

domains rather than just engineers.  
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Executive Summary 

 

 

Internal Security of India can be broadly divided into two parts. One, maintaining 

vigilance on our land-sea borders to check hostile cross-border movements. 

Second, maintaining peace within the boundaries. Owing to its unfriendly  

neighbours, porous land-sea borders, ethnic and religious differences, rising 

intolerance and fundamentalism, demographic dividend  India stands on extreme 

vulnerable grounds in terms of security . Ensuring security, building trust and 

confidence among more than 1.2 billion people of India is a very difficult task and 

not possible for the governments apparatus alone to achieve. There is a need of 

participation by active citizens to strengthen Internal security of our country. 

Through this report , the aim is to understand major Internal security threats to 

India , current institutional arrangement to deal with them , important aspects and 

stakeholders involved in internal security and to finally trace potential ways 

through which citizen participation can be increased to strengthen internal 

security of India .   

First chapter deals with identifying major internal security threats to India and 

reasons behind it. Virus of naxalism and Maoism is fast expanding itself , fear of 

terror attacks haunts the nation , illegal migrants like that from Bangladesh coming 

through porous land borders pose a huge challenge to the country, while the local 

crimes like robbery , rape, molestation seems to be never ending .     

Second chapter deals with the Institutional arrangement of handling internal 

security of India. It goes on to explore the various important stakeholders, their 

role and aspects like investigation, intelligence gathering that are involved in it.  

Third chapter is attributed to citizen participation in Internal security of India. It 

highlights the important issues and platforms through which citizen participation 

can be increased. Each citizen of India wants protection of life and property. Police 

is the front line of our defence but unfortunately today there lies a big gap between 

people and the Police. They don’t seem to work collectively. General public 

perception about police is not good. There is a resistance to freely approach Police, 

truthfully discuss issues and expect them to get resolved in time. Change from 

ruler’s police to people’s police needs to be brought through police reforms, public 

awareness, community policing etc. 

There are lot of ways through which citizen participation can be increased and has 

been increased when we look into our past, get aware about government 

initiatives and look around the world. For example Territorial army provides 
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gainfully employed young men a chance to receive military training and serve the 

nation when required . But not many people know about it or are encouraged to be 

a part of it. In rural areas village defence parties and in urban areas through 

Neighbourhood watch scheme , selected and trusted people can be a very active 

eyes and ears of the police . One of the interesting and effective thing would be 

involving postman in village defence parties , and retired people who most of the 

time sit in balconies reading newspaper , weaving , eating etc. as a part of 

neighbourhood watch scheme . Youth also needs to be actively involved in it .  

Organised sector has a huge potential to make a significant contribution here. 

Educational institutes – schools and colleges, that mark the very foundation in a 

person’s life need to build a culture of participation in matters of internal security. 

Timely police visits and interaction with the students can be a very beginning of 

bridging a gap between people and police. By this next time a student is in trouble 

he won’t hesitate to go to a Police station. Special workshops should be held 

through which students can get basic training, attend special guest lectures to 

generate their interest in internal security and realise their responsibility. For 

higher classes say above 8, teachers should bring into discussion internal security 

issues, major threats m, our country’s preparedness towards its, their role and 

responsibility.  

Sincere non government organisations in Education, Health, Public awareness, skill 

training has to be strengthened and encouraged by the government. Especially 

good spiritual organisation that spread a message of peace, unity, teach practices 

like– yoga, meditation and can motivate people to practise them daily need to be 

encouraged and extended help from the government. In a research conducted in 

Washington when just 1% population meditated for 20 days together, it led to 

23.3% fall in violence crime rate in that region. A peaceful, healthy, meditative 

mind surely spreads positive vibes in the society. Today scientists also believe that 

collective consciousness has lot of power.  

Media-both electronic and print today in some way or the other has reached to 

almost every citizen of India and in no doubt influences them most quickly and 

effectively. It can be both a deterrent and a catalyst to strengthen internal security 

of India. Deterrent when it interferes with government operations, exaggerate 

things and create chaos. Catalyst when it dispatches urgent information, discusses 

important topics and spread awareness through creative and engaging ways. 

The spirit of calling oneself an Indian lies in being a responsible citizen of this 

country, being a contributor to its progress and protecting it against all odds .  
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Proposed Action Points  

 

 

I would like to recommend few very important suggestions that can strengthen 

internal security of India through citizen participation : 

 

 Educational institutes – are foundation stone for awareness, training 

and building healthy relations of young students with the police. 

Through special workshops, student-police interaction and active 

discussions on security issues a more responsible foundation of our 

society can be built .  

 Encouraging and helping spiritual organisations that can develop 

public interest in meditation and other spiritual practices and 

motivate them to practice it. Other social development organization 

also needs to be actively encouraged. 

 Both print and electronic media should be used actively to generate 

public interest in internal security. Especially social media needs to 

be smartly used. 

 Collaboration of security agencies with the post office, especially in 

rural areas.  

 Neighbourhood watch scheme for urban areas-especially making 

young and the retired people a part of it. 

 More creatively using audios and visuals to have public attention 

towards basic Do’s and Dont’s. Generally for example in metros 

people ignore the security warnings and take it lightly . 
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1. Introduction 

 

 

 

1.1 Background Information  

Owing to its geological positioning , demographic imperatives , hostile neighbours , 

porous land borders , long maritime belt , poor governance , corruption  , ethnic 

tensions , rising intolerance and fundamentalism India stands on extreme 

vulnerable grounds in terms of security . 

Post Independence India has emerged as a very strong nation globally . But if the 

needs of  internal security are not adequately and timely met , country’s entire 

growth would come to a screeching halt. Governance would not be delivered 

leading to disruption of Law and Order . Citizens life and property would not be 

secure . The chaos would disrupt the unity and integrity of the country and 

eventually break it down to be overtaken by foreign forces. 

According to revered Kautilya’s Arthashastra there are four types of threat to a 

state – Internal , external , internally-aided external and externally-aided internal. 

Out of these, Internal threat is most poisonous and needs immediate attention as it 

is rightly said that the most dangerous enemy is the enemy within . 

Internal Security of India can be broadly divided into two parts . One , guarding the 

International borders and checking the cross-border movements. Second, 

maintaining peace within the boundaries by ensuring Law and Order.  At the same 

time Internal security should not take away freedom of the people and should 

promise socio-economic growth with equality for all. 

According to 2014 ranking by Global Peace Index announced on 18 June , India was 

ranked among the 20 least peaceful countries of the world (ranked 143 out of 

162). At the bottom giving company to India are Pakistan, Iraq, South Sudan and 

Afghanistan.   
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1.2 Major Internal Security Threats   

Most significant Internal security threats that India is facing are : 

 

1.2.1 Terrorism : Terrorism is an unlawful act , often violent aimed to instill fear 

among the people , destabilise the country and weaken it economically , politically 

or culturally .  Bombing , kidnappings and hostage taking , Armed attacks and 

assassinations , arsons , hijacking all come under terror activities . After 

Independence India has often been a victim to such heinous activities . 

Terrorism in Jammu and Kashmir witnessed significant rise after the formation of 

active terrorist groups like  Harakat-ul-Mujahideen (HuM), Jaish-e-Muhammad 

(JeM) , Lashkar-e-Taiba(LeT) in 1980’s who do not want Kashmir to be a part of 

India . As a result more than 20, 000 civilians, 20,000 terrorists and 7000 security 

personnel have lost their lives. [1] In 1993 series of blast took place at 13 places 

across Mumbai (Commercial hub of India ) killing 257 and injuring 713 people .In 

2006 seven multiple bomb blasted in crowded local trains of Mumbai . On 26 

November  2008 more 166 people were killed by just 10 men who infiltrated via 

sea from Pakistan . These are just the few examples.[2]  

 

1.2.2 Left wing Extremism : Left wing extremism includes armed rebellion by the 

groups like Naxal , Maoist against  the Indian state . These groups inspired by the 

Mao’s and Lenin ideology (referred to as left wing) do not believe in parliamentary 

democracy which is a pig-sty for them . They aim to bring a revolution through 

violent means  in order to bring absolute equality for all its people . The Naxal 

problem in India started in 1967 with violent peasant protest in Naxalbari district 

of West Bengal . Initially put down by strong state response , later it gained 

momentum in 1980’s and is currently one of the biggest internal security threat 

especially after armed groups like the Peoples’ War Group and the Maoist 

Communist Centre joined hands in 2004 and formed the Communist Party of India 

(Maoists) to fight against the Indian state. [3] Until now Naxalism has spread to17 

states in India, including Assam, Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand , 

Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Orissa, Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal to 

name the few main ones, affecting nearly 185 out of 602 districts. [4] Among the 

affected states, Jharkhand emerged as the worst-hit in 2013 with 383 

incidents and 150 death .  After Jharkhand was chattisgarh, recording 353 

incidents and 110 killings in 2013. [5]  
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One of the main reasons for expansion of naxalism is failure of the Indian 

government towards inclusive growth . Government has failed to provide avenues 

for structural upliftment to the deprived sections of society in these affected states.  

In order to expand their cadre base , naxals target the neglected , illiterate , 

dissatisfied unemployed section of society , who out of frustration against 

government and ray of hope in naxalism join the rebellion and resort and get 

trained for guerrilla warfare .  

The Status Paper on the Naxal Problem, tabled in Parliament by former Union 

Home Minister Shivraj Patil on 13 March 2006, also stated that[6] 

“The naxalites operate in vacuum created by absence of administrative and 

political institutions, espouse the local demands and take advantage of the 

disenchantment prevalent among the exploited segments of the population and 

seek to offer an alternative system of governance which promises emancipation of 

these segments from the clutches of ‘exploiter’ classes through the barrel of a gun”. 

 

1.2.3 Communal And ethnic tensions :  Constitutionally India is a secular 

country. But from long it has witnessed plethora of communal violence . 

Thousands of people were killed in anti-sikh riots of 1984 on Indira gandhi’s 

assassination , clashes ver destruction of Babri mosque in Ayodhya , Godhra riots 

of 2002 in Gujarat between Hindus and Muslims in which countless people died 

and displaced , killing and evacuation of Kashmiri Pandits from Kashmir by Islamic 

fundamentalist between 1989 to 1900 , violent efforts to convert people to 

Christianity  in north east , mainly Tripura by National liberation Front of Tripura 

(NLFT) are some of the darkest flashback when on thinks of communal violence. 

There comes a great loss of life , property , trust with such disturbances . Feelings 

of hatred  and revenge grow .  

 According to PRS India from 2005-2009 , 4,090 communal violence incidents took 

place in the country in which 648 people were killed and 11,278 were injured . 

That is on an average 130 people died each year. Incidents were reported from 24 

of the 35 states.[7]   

 

1.2.4 Illegal Immegration : Illegal immigrants and infiltrators in north east 

especially from Bangladesh is a cause of great concern for India. These 

Bangladeshi’s who are difficult to distinguish from Bengalis , are able to come 

through the porous border of Bangladesh and settle in India at a very low cost , get 

jobs here, leaving behind large number of unemployed youth that belong to India. 

According to world bank impoverished workers from south Asian countries sent 

home $14 billion . Bangladeshi workers in India transferred more than $6.6 billion 
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to Bangladesh.[8] These illegal Bangladeshis are a burden for the country . Other big 

issue with Bangladesh is the import of cows from India. Lot of bribery and 

involvement of some senior politicians is there . With more than 90 percent of 

Muslim population in Bangladesh beef is of huge demand and Bangladesh cant 

meet its demand alone . According to some research 3 out of every 4 cow 

slaughtered in Bangladesh are from India . Moreover since it is difficult to kill cows 

in india , beef is also then imported from Bangladesh to India.[9]  

 

1.2.5 Smuggling and trafficking : Illegal distribution of arms and drugs poses 

another major threat to India . India is neighbour to two major illegal opium 

producing centres – the Golden Crescent that includes Pakistan , Afghanistan and 

Iran . From here  opium is brought to India in large chunk through border states of 

Gujarat, Rajasthan, Punjab and Jammu and Kashmir  . The other major opium 

producer is Golden triangle that includes Burma, Thailand , Laos . Drugs are 

brought to India from here through porous borders of Nepal , Bangladesh and 

Myanmar . East and west coast of India are major staging points for the smuggling 

of drugs , arms and money. [10][11]  

Major part of the money generated from this goes in funding of various insurgent 

and terror groups . Drug , arms and human trafficking are all connected and use 

mostly same route and network . Smuggling of these brings instability in the 

country , encourages armed groups and violent crimes, facilitates corruption and 

are extremely bad for the health of citizens . Millions of people are addicted to 

drugs in India . Its very disturbing to know that in the state of Punjab 75% of its 

youth is addicted to drugs. Government is making strong efforts to stop this illegal 

trade but still there lies big challenges. [12] 

 

1.2.6 Crime Against Body and Property :  These are the crimes on which major 

time and energy of our police force is spent . These include both the cognizable and 

non-cognizable crimes . Cognizable crime are serious crimes like robbery , 

kidnapping , molestation , rape , murder , grievous fights ,  domestic violence etc .  

FIR (First Information report) is filed for these and Police is supposed to 

investigate them and can arrest without warrant whereas in case of non-

cognizable crime , which are less serious crimes like public nuisance , hate speech 

etc . Police needs prior orders from magistrate to investigate them . Both kind of 

crimes can be decreased to a great extent and dealt timely and smartly with active 

participation of common citizens .  
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1.2.7 Corruption : Like in every other sector corruption has taken a huge toll in 

deteriorating Internal security of India. In simple words corruption is the use of 

public office for private gains . Corruption in India has progressively increased 

with time . It covers all the sections of society under the shackle of its vicious circle. 

Large number of scams like common wealth games , coal scam etc. are huge set 

back to the Indian economy , trust of the people, quality of the services delivered .  

Corruption by the security officials , politicians is highly intolerant and can’t be 

compromised at all . Corruption is one of the root cause of high levels of smuggling 

in India and illegal  import of things and immigration of people .  In past there have 

been instances of corruption even in armed forces ,thus shaking people’s trust in 

security forces.[13] Even bribery to traffic policemen which is generally taken lightly 

has to be strictly brought to a halt . 
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2. Institutional Arrangement 

 

 

 

2.1  Ministry Of  Home Affairs (MHA) 

Internal security remains the most vulnerable and important part of National 

Security . Ministry Of Home Affairs is directly responsible for Internal security  of 

India . The ministry extends manpower , financial support, guidance and expertise 

to the State Governments for the maintenance of security, peace and harmony 

without trampling upon the constitutional rights of the States.  

 

2.2 Police  

 State police is the most visible symbol of administrative authority vested with the 

responsibility - to ensure Law and order , crime investigation, Protection of state 

assets , property and life of each citizen , VIP security, Traffic control etc. 

Whether it is blazing summer or freezing winter , a policeman is on duty 24*7 . 

John Kuestner in his book - The Police Today has very rightly written : 

“All in all it’s a pretty tough job being a cop. Among other things he’s got to be part 

priest, part sociologist, part lawyer, part arbitrator, part philosopher, and even 

part politician. At times, he has to have the cunning and strength of a lion, while at 

other times he has to have the gentleness of the proverbial lamb. And while he 

must work with people who see him as an arm of fascist oppression as well as with 

people who see him as a messiah, all he really wants is to be seen as a man doing, 

as best as he can, the very difficult job of being a cop in our society.”    

According to constitution of India Police is a state subject . Indian penal code of 

1861 , Indian evidence act and code of criminal procedure together forms the basis 

for working of Police system in India . The structure in the police force is strictly 

hierarchical and the decision making is centralised with a few high ranking police 

officers. Currently there is a four-level entry system to the Indian police force with 

little or no scope for a fresh recruit rising from the very bottom to the very top 

within the hierarchy. The minimum age to be recruited is 18 years and the upper 

limit is 20-27 years depending on the State. Postings and transfers are commonly 

interfered in, by political influence .(14) 
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On the basis of my interaction with police officials during my field visits to Noida 

and Delhi Police stations , I came across the following challenges that a policeman 

is regularly facing :  

 Severe lack of basic resources – infrastructure , arms , vehicles , petrol etc. 

 Lack of man power .  Civil Police Ratio in the country is-144 per lakh of 

citizens. Police Ratio per hundred square kms. Area- 69.8 which is very low. 

 Low salaries ,rare promotions (for constables) , long working hours and job 

dissatisfaction. 

 Non-cooperation and disrespect from public. People are not truthful to 

them . 

 Lack  of quality investigation . In most police departments crime branch and 

‘law and order’ branch are same. 

 Weak intelligence collection . 

 Lack of service oriented atmosphere . 

 Political interventions. 

The Indian Police Act of 1861 was passed after the revolt of 1857 to suppress the 

uprisings against government at local level . They could have done that with the 

help of army but it was costly and moreover they wanted a civil force . Indian Penal 

Code of 1861 underlying the principles for the working of Police has same 

intentions to it . After independence there have been many attempts to reform the 

Indian police system both on a State level and on a central level by formation of 

various committee but nothing effective came out . A land marking historic 

judgement was passed by supreme court of India on 22 September 2006 in Shri 

Prakash singh vs. Union of India case  instructing central and state governments to 

comply with a set of seven directives laying down practical mechanisms to kick-

start police reform. The Court's directives seek to achieve two main 

objectives: functional autonomy for the police - through security of tenure, 

streamlined appointment and transfer processes, and the creation of a "buffer 

body" between the police and the government - and enhanced police 

accountability, both for organisational performance and individual misconduct. 

After decades of public pressure, lack of political will and continued poor policing, 

a police reform process was finally budded.(15)  

Final report of Thomas committee ( set to review the implementation of supreme 

court verdict) on 23 August 2010 , said that it has no hesitation in concluding that 

practically no State has fully complied with those Directives so far, in letter and 

spirit , despite the lapse of almost four years since the date of the original 

judgment. (16) 

To strengthen the internal security of India , effective police reforms need to be 

immediately implemented and a strong demand for these reforms need to come 
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from Common public of India so that government takes it to be a priority in its 

agenda . 

 

 

2.3 National Security Council (NCS) 

The National Security Council (NSC) of India is the apex agency looking into the 

country's political, economic, energy and strategic security concerns. It was 

established by Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayee’s led government on 19 November 1998 . 

Prior to the formation of the NSC, these activities were overseen by the Principal 

Secretary to the Prime Minister.(17) 

Council includes National Security Advisor (NSA), the Ministers of Defence, 

External Affairs, Home, Finance of the Government of India, and the Deputy 

Chairman of the Planning Commission . If the council feels like then it can invite 

other members for monthly meeting .  Three-tiered structure of the NSC comprises 

the Strategic Policy Group, the National Security Advisory Board and a Secretariat 

represented by the Joint Intelligence Committee (JIC). (17) 

 

 

2.4 Indian Armed Forces  

 President of India acts as de jure commander in chief of the Armed forces (Indian 

Army , Indian Navy , Indian Air Force , Indian Coast guard ) . These forces comes 

under the control of ministry of Defence headed by a minister of defence (Raksha 

Mantri )  who is responsible to Parliament for all matters concerning defence of the 

country. 

The Principal task of the Ministry of Defence is to obtain policy directions of the 

Government on all defence and security related matters and communicate them 

for implementation to the Service Headquarters, Inter-Service Organisations, 

Production Establishments and Research and Development Organisations. Finance 

Division in the Ministry of Defence deals with all matters having a financial 

implication. Ministry is also required to ensure effective implementation of the 

Government's policy directions and the execution of approved programmes within 

the allocated resources.  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atal_Bihari_Vajpayee
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prime_Minister_of_India
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Security_Advisor_(India)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Government_of_India#The_Union_Ministries
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Government_of_India
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planning_Commission_(India)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joint_Intelligence_Committee_(India)
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2.4.1 Army : Indian army is one of the largest volunteer based standing army in 

the world with over 1,129,900 active troops and 960,000 reserve troops.(18) 

Reserved forces are called upon only in case of emergencies , this reduces the 

peacetime military expenditure . Indian Army  has its headquarters in New Delhi 

headed by chief of the Army staff . Indian army is organized into seven commands 

each under a General officer Commanding-n-Chief of the rank of a Lieutant-

General.  

The primary responsibility of Indian army is to ensure national security by 

safeguarding the territorial integrity of India against external aggression , 

participating in United nations peace keeping operations , to aid civil 

administration during internal security disturbances, in the maintenance of law 

and order , in organizing relief and rescue operations during emergency and in the 

maintenance of essential services. Major deployments of Indian army is in the 

border regions of India , particularly Jammu and Kashmir , Ladakh and Northeast 

India .(19)(20) 

Rashtriya Rifles (RR ) is a branch of Indian army that is specialised in counter 

insurgency operations . Force has made significant improvements in the situation 

of Jammu and Kashmir . 

Operation Sadhbhavna was launched in 1998 in remote areas of Jammu and 

Kashmir under which Indian army has worked tremendously on projects for 

Quality Education, Women and Youth Empowerment, Infrastructure Development 

and Health and has achieved good results . (21) 

 

2.4.2 Navy : Indian navy operates above , on and under surface of the oceans 

safeguarding our national interest . Chief of the Naval Staff (CNS )exercises 

operational and administrative control over Indian Navy .  Indian navy is divided 

into three commands - western , eastern and southern each under a Flag officer 

Commanding-in-chief . The western and the eastern naval commands are 

operational commands and exercise control over operations in the Arabian Sea 

and Bay of Bengal respectively . Southern command is a training command . (22)  

Role of Indian Navy can be classified into four parts -  first military , that includes 

use of maritime power for both offensive and defensive purposes , second 

diplomatic role ,  to be strong on foreign policies , third Constabulary role , that 

includes guarding the borders in coordination with Indian Coast guard and 

fourthly tasks of humanitarian aid like disaster relief , search and rescue 

operations etc.(23) 
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2.4.3 Air Force : Indian Air Force  currently has five operational commands that 

perform military operations using aircraft, each of this is headed by an AOC-in-C 

(Air Officer Commander-in-Chief) with the rank of Air Marshal. The IAF also has 

two additional commands - Training Command and Maintenance Command - to 

maintain a uniform standard in training and maintenance . Air Headquarters is 

located at New Delhi is commanded by the Chief of Air Staff who controls all the 

administrative functions of the IAF and exercises control over the Command.(24) 

Main role of Indian Air Force is to secure Indian airspace and conduct aerial 

warfare during a conflict . It has also been an active participant in UN peace 

keeping missions.  

 

2.4.4 Indian Coast Guard : It was formed on 18 August 1978 as an independent 

entity of Indian armed forces to patrol and secure India’s vast coastline. Since then 

ICS has acquired both surface and airborne capabilities to undertake their assigned 

task during peace time and to supplement Indian Navy during war . Within the 

maritime zone of India (MZI) constabulary role of Indian navy is done by ICS . ICS 

is responsible for patrolling coastal borders , protecting infrastructure within the 

maritime zone , protecting farmers , maritime environment, assisting migration 

and custom authorities etc. (11)(12) 

 

 

2.5 Intelligence Gathering 

Intelligence gathering is one of the most important aspect of Country’s Internal and 

external security . If the Intelligence information is timely and accurately collected 

and delivered  , reactive and preventive actions can be well planned out and 

executed . If this is done it will save time , energy , money , loss of life and 

infrastructure and strengthen the nation .  

Intelligence Bureau (IB) of India is one of the oldest intelligence agency in the 

world . In 1968 it was bifurcated and entrusted with the task of internal 

intelligence only. The external intelligence branch was handed to the newly 

created Research and Analysis Wing (RAW) .  The IB is officially under the Ministry 

of Home Affairs (MHA), but in practice the Director IB (DIB) is a member of the 

Joint Intelligence Committee (JIC) and Steering Committee and has the authority to 

brief  the Prime Minister. Intelligence inputs (at least in theory) go through the 

regular channels in the MHA to the JIC.(26)(27) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Research_and_Analysis_Wing
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Shrouded in great secrecy , main functions of IB includes gathering intelligence 

information from borders and within the interiors of the country , executing 

counter-terrorism and counter-intelligence operations .  

IB operates both at the state and central level . It has very good network of 

information gathering . Bulk of the intelligence collection is carried out by Grade 2 

employees of IB from Police in increasing order of seniority .  the Security 

Assistants (Constable), the Junior Intelligence Officers (Head Constable), the Asst. 

(Central) Intelligence Officer (Sub-Inspector), Deputy Central Intelligence Officers 

(Inspector), and Joint Central Intelligence Officers (Superintendent of Police). The 

`Class I'(gazette) officers carry out coordination and higher-level management in 

IB. These officers are (again in increasing order of seniority) Asst. Director, the 

Deputy Director, Joint Director, Addl. Director, Special Director or Special 

Secretary and finally the Director IB. Class I officers are mostly deputed from state 

services and some from Indian army .(26)(27) 

Subsidiary Intelligence Bureaus (SIBs) are the subsidiary units of the intelligence 

Bureau at the state level headed by officers of the rank of Joint Director or above, 

but smaller SIBs are also sometimes headed by Deputy Directors. The SIBs have 

their units at district headquarters headed by Deputy Central Intelligence Officers 

(DCIO)or ACIO(Assistant Central Intelligence Officer). The IB maintains a large 

number of field units and headquarters (which are under the control of Joint or 

Deputy Directors). It is through these offices and excellent network for intelligence 

collection that a very healthy link between the state police agencies and the IB is 

maintained.(27) 

 In addition to these, at the national level the IB has several units (in some cases 

SIBs) to keep track of issues like terrorism, counter-intelligence, VIP security, 

threat assessment and sensitive areas (i.e. Jammu and Kashmir and Kuch). (27) 

Few challenges faced because of which intelligence gathering is not strong enough 

in India are : 

 Communication gap . Because of which Grade 2 employees are not updated 

to what kind of intelligence information is required. 

 Weak Co-ordination between centre and state and with other intelligence 

units . 

 Hazardous duties in hostile population .  

 Lack of resources .  

 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jammu_and_Kashmir
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2.6 Investigation 

Investigation involves gathering , documenting and evaluating evidences. Accurate 

and speedy investigation is very important to find the accused and prosecute him . 

institutional arrangement for investigation at centre and state level is as follows : 

2.6.1 Central Bureau Of Investigation : It is divided into many divisions to 

investigate into cases of Anti-corruption , special crimes , economic offences etc . 

The Anti-Corruption Division investigates cases against public servants under the 

control of the Central Government, public servants in Public Sector Undertakings 

under the control of Central Government and cases against the public servants 

working under State Govt. entrusted to the CBI by the State Governments and 

serious departmental irregularities committed by the above mentioned public 

servants. (28)(29) 

The Special Crimes Division handles all cases of economic offences and all cases of 

conventional nature such as offences relating to internal security, espionage, 

sabotage, narcotics and psychotropic substances, antiquities, murders, 

dacoities/robberies, cheating, criminal breach of trust, forgeries, dowry deaths, 

suspicious deaths and other IPC offences as well as offences under other laws 

notified under the DSPE Act. It is also responsible for investigation of interstate 

and international rackets, large-scale frauds affecting the property or revenue of 

the Government and crimes of national importance.(28)(29) 

CBI  is headed by a director, an IPS officer with a rank of Director General of 

Police or Commissioner of Police (State) appointed on basis of CVC Act 

2003.  Other ranks in the CBI are from state services and Police who are recruited 

through a definite procedure . 

CBI headquarters is a state-of-the-art 11-story building in New Delhi, housing all 

branches of the agency. Building is equipped with a modern communications 

system, an advanced record-maintenance system, storage space, computerised 

access control and an additional facility for new technology, Interrogation rooms 

.(28)(29) 

 The legal powers of investigation of CBI are derived from the DSPE (Delhi Special 

Police Establishment ) Act 1946 .  The central government may extend to any area 

(except Union Territories) the powers and jurisdiction of the CBI for investigation, 

subject to the consent of the government of the concerned state . Law and Order is 

a State subject and the basic jurisdiction to investigate crime lies with State Police. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Police_Service
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Director_General_of_Police
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Director_General_of_Police
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Police_commissioner#India
http://cbi.nic.in/aboutus/dspe.php
http://cbi.nic.in/aboutus/dspe.php
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Besides, due to limited resources, CBI would not be able to investigate crimes of all 

kind. CBI may investigate (28)(29): 

 Cases which are essentially against Central Govt. employees or concerning 
affairs of the Central Govt. 

 Cases in which the financial interests of the Central Government are 
involved. 

 Cases relating to the breaches of Central Laws with the enforcement of 
which the Government of India is mainly concerned. 

 Big cases of fraud, cheating, embezzlement and the like relating to 
companies in which large funds are involved and similar other cases when 
committed by organised gangs or professional criminals having 
ramifications in several States. 

 Cases having interstate and international ramifications and involving 
several official agencies where, from all angles, it is considered necessary 
that a single investigating agency should be in-charge of the investigation. 

 

2.6.2 Crime Investigation Department (CID): Crime Branch CID (Crime 

Investigation Department) is a specialized wing in many state police forces of 

India. Personnel attached to this wing essentially work in plain clothes or Mufti. 

Other branches of the CID are, State Crime Investigation Bureau, Finger Print 

Bureau and Scientific Section. Officers and men attached to this wing generally add 

the prefix 'Detective' before their regular rank (e. g.: Detective Inspector).  Crime 

Branch investigation is ordered either by a judicial court, by the Director General 

of Police, or the government.. (28) 

 

2.6.3 National Investigation Agency (NIA) : Founded on 31-12-2008 NIA acts as 

the central counter Terrorism Law enforcement agency of India . Terrorist attacks 

have various aspects like complex inter-state and international linkages , 

smuggling of arms and drugs , fake currency , infiltration across borders etc. NIA at 

central level investigates specifically into offences related to terrorism . (30) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prefix_(linguistics)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Detective
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Police_rank
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Judiciary
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Court
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Government
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3. CITIZEN PARTICIPATION 

 

India has a population of more than 1.2 billion people . Every citizen of it wants 

security of life and property . With the increasing gravity of internal threats and 

limited resources with the government it is not possible to effectively ensure 

security of every citizen . Active  citizen participation is must  in order to have a 

safe and progressive India .  Most of the times we escape from our responsibilities  

by blaming the government and the system .  

Security is a concern for all of us and we play and can play a very vital role in 

strengthening it . At  individual level one should be aware of possible threats , be 

alert , take preventive measures , co-operate with security agencies and maintain 

peace. Lets discuss about some important aspects and significant examples of 

citizen participation in past and throw light upon some potential organised sector 

that can play a vital role in strengthening internal security through citizen 

participation .   

 

 

3.1 Public-Police Co-operation  

 

The very word Police evokes emotion in mind – either of a lazy person waiting to 

get bribe or a person always available for help , either of a person beating , 

harassing citizens or a person saving them from criminals at cost of his own life , 

either of a fat lazy sleeping guy in the office or a vigil strong young man .  

 

On my field visit to the  Police stations of Noida and Delhi a common complain I 

found from police is that people do not Respect and trust them . Although 

Government has given them a role of a Hero , society view them as vilans .  Media 

plays a very important role here of portraying them to the society . Disrespect , 

avoiding them and non-cooperating with  them decreases their moral and makes 

their work difficult .   

 A common policeman works for about 12 hrs a day , in all sorts of weather .  listen 

to complains , console people, investigates , run after the culprits , faces political 

pressure , gets low salary and is accountable for all his actions . I know this is his 

duty but we need to respect it . If we want to change the paradigm from Ruler’s 

Police to people’s police its very important for us as a citizens to stretch our hand 

forward . We need to respect them , co-operate with them and help them in 
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whatever smallest way we can . We need to be open and truthful to them , 

appreciate their efforts .    

 

 

3.2 Territorial Army (TA) 

 

It’s a voluntary par-time civilian force . Only gainfully employed men between the 

age group of 18 to 40 can be a part of this reserved force after going through a 

proper recruitment procedure . They are given proper military training through 

series of camps- weekly camps for urban men and monthly for rural men . Thus it 

is organised into two different units - provincial and urban. TA consist of all arms 

and services - Infantry, artillery, engineers, signals, service corps, medical and 

ordnance.(31) The Force has to assist the Regular Army during operations 

whenever required .On such occasions they are on same footing as the Regular 

Army for all purpose including pay and allowances . They are given several other 

incentives too like promotions , Awards etc .  

 

Thus Territorial Army gives a common working man an opportunity to adorn in 

military uniform , receive military training and serve the nation when required . 

Since its inception on 09 October 1949, it has rendered valuable service, both in 

times of war and during internal disturbances.. Currently TA has strength of 

approximately 40000 with many eminent personalities like Indian cricketer Mr. 

Kapil Dev (32) ,  joining it .  

  

In words of Field Marshal William Joseph Slim “ Every Territorial is twice a citizen, 

once when he does his ordinary job and the second time when he dons his uniform 

and plays his part in defence “ 

 

 

 

3.3 Special Security Bureau (SSB)  

 

It was a special force set-up in early 1963 in wake of India-China war of 1962 . 

Military force of china was much stronger than India . Purpose of SSB was to 

mobilize border population , motivate them , train them in guerrilla tactics that can 

be used in case of Chinese occupation . Guided by its motto of Service, Security and 

Brotherhood, SSB personnel sagaciously  involved millions of people from various 

communities and religions in 78,000 villages across fifteen Border States by and 

developed their capabilities for resistance through a continuous process of 

motivation, training, development, welfare programmes. Soon, SSB became 

popular as a ‘Peoples Force’. Several Prime Ministers, Governors, Chief Ministers, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guerrilla_warfare
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Central and State Ministers appreciated the pioneering work done by SSB in 

mobilizing millions of border people for the national cause and converting them 

into proactive citizens willing to fight the Chinese to protect their country (33)(34). 

Fortunately Chinese invasion did not happen .  

 In January 2001, SSB was renamed as ‘Sashastra Seema Bal ‘ under Ministry of 

Home Affairs and vested with a completely different responsibility of maintaining 

Nepal and Bhutan borders with India .  

 

 

 

3.4 Village Defence Parties (VDP) 

 

Village Defence Parties (Gram Rakshak Dal ) is a group of enthusiastic  volunteers 

recruited by the superintendent of Police in a village . They  are mostly young 

villagers . Once trained they actively play a role of patrolling , collecting 

intelligence information , resolving small local problem , helping in case of natural 

calamities . Alone for the district police its not possible to satisfactorily look after 

the huge population of so many villages   because there is a huge shortage of man-

power , resources and intelligence at ground levels . Also police is not so well 

versed with villagers as the volunteers of Raksha Dal are .  

VDP’s have been established in 1810 out of 1850 villages of Nashik(rural) district 

of Maharashtra . Around 24000 members are recruited for same . The members 

are given one full day training for self protection , patrolling , intelligence collection 

related to crime , illicit activities and fighting natural calamities .  They are 

provided with an identification batch , lathi , whistle , fluorescent jackets . There is 

also a proposal to provide them with bicycle and mobile phones so that they can 

easily communicate with the police . There is no as such monetary benefit given to 

them but gaining recognition as a member of VDP is in itself a respect. As per the 

Bombay Police Act,1951 the members of V.D.P., when called formally to discharge 

a duty, become entitled to all the powers and protection given to a police 

officer.(35) This also serves as a motivating factor . 

 

3.5 Chowkidari System 

  

In this system a person from a village is appointed as a chowkidar who patrols the 

village during night time . While  keeping  vigilance he moves around beating his 

wooden stick to the ground and  roaring aloud “Jaagte Raho “ , In case of any 

disturbance he whistles aloud , awakes and gather people of neighbourhood to 

take action . Then reports to police . Chowkidar is paid on monthly basis .  
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3.6 Neighbourhood Watch 

 

Neighbourhood watch is a voluntary community participation scheme 

implemented in urban areas of many countries of UK  . Started in 1982 

wth  Mollington in Cheshire , the scheme now very successfully and actively 

involves over 3.8 million households . Similar schemes are also their in US and 

Australia . 

 

Under the scheme community works in partnership with the local police to reduce 

crime , fear of crime by reporting about any suspicious person , activity or anti-

social behaviour in their neighbourhood  to the police. For this members are given 

a basic training . Among the scheme members there are street and area Co-

ordinators whose main responsibilities include – Co-ordinating with the police , 

encouraging the members to be active , circulating newsletter and other important 

information among the members , knowing the new comers in their area etc .(36)(37)    

 

 The most important thing in the scheme is to identify the right confidential people 

as members and keep them motivated enough . For example in India most of the 

old and retired people in their free time sit outside their house in veranda - 

weaving , gossiping , eating , reading newspaper , enjoying  weather . They can 

keep a vigil in their neighbourhood and be a little alert while doing their regular 

activities . Some shopkeepers in the malls and market area can be identified . Paan 

Wala’s in front of the restaurant or in market area can be very helpful . Also young 

fit people need to be actively involved in this – from Gyms , colleges  etc. 

 

Once the right people are in , proper guide lines for them need to be set and the 

process  needs to be simple and workable . Police needs to be approachable , 

helpful and active . 

Some incentives can be given to members not in terms of money but  others like – 

A badge of honour  , some goodies ,  annual awards etc. Every 3 months a 

newsletter can be made to aware the people of community and highlight its 

achievements . Government should also  appreciate the efforts through social 

media and encourage people to be more active . 

 

Scheme should be implemented in a way that members feel pride and honoured . 

At the same time trust and belongingness builds up among the community 

members and they work in unity as a responsible citizen . 

Greater need of this scheme is in urban areas as most of the people are busy with 

their lives and often don’t know what all is happening in their community .  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mollington,_Cheshire
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cheshire
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3.7 Non Government Organisations 

  

Whether it is teaching slum children , trauma relief , health check ups , food , 

shelter , rescue operations during calamities, NGO’s have proved to be one of the 

biggest strength of India . Non governmental organisations with their commitment 

to service and enthusiastic volunteers  play a very important role in country’s 

growth . Health and Education are two very important aspects .  Lack of guidance , 

resources , mode of income ,right  motivation are some of the reasons that often 

compel a person to adapt  to unethical means and in more severe cases commit 

serious offences . NGO’s that can provide skill based training , right individual 

guidance and  help in providing resources for sustainable set up are really 

important to cater the unemployed youth and instill confidence in them . 

 

Spiritual organisations are also very important  to spread the message of peace . 

Spiritual practices – such as yoga , meditation etc. are really very effective in 

creating positive vibes in the society . In one of the research conducted in 

Washington where just around 1% population meditated for about 20 days , 

showed that it led to about 23.3% drop in violent crimes(38)(39). Similar studies 

were found in London, New Zealand etc.  A calm , peaceful mind definitely affects 

its surroundings too. 

 

An excellent example of such NGO in India is Art Of Living organistion . With its 

message of peace and vision of ‘One World Family’ the organisation has 

transformed lives of more than 300 million people and introduced to a beautiful 

spiritual journey that promises to bring peace and belongingness in the society. 

Through its Youth Leadership Trainning program (YLTP) it has reached over more 

than 110,000 rural youth , with many inspiring stories out of it , YLTP have been 

very successful in Kashmir and north eastern states too (40)(41)(42) . With its prison 

smart programmes it has touched more than 1,20,000 inmates across India , with 

48000 convicts from Tihar Jail. These convicts include  high security risk terrorists, 

dreaded criminals, dacoits and murderers . The programme takes out aggression , 

feelings of anger and revenge and at the same time empower them with skills that 

lets them earn a respectful living (43)(44).Many naxalites and Maoist have even 

surrendered after going through art of living workshops and agreed for peace talks 

with government in the past(45)(46) . There are many other NGO’s also that are doing 

commendable work . The government needs to more actively encourage and 

recognise such NGO’s by giving awards or rewards , this would motivate other 

NGOs to work efficiently . 
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3.8 Educational Institutes  

 

There is a need to discuss security issues with people , make them aware about 

potential threats , basic Do’s and Dont’s , give them basic training about how to 

react . As one of the most  important foundational stone in a person’s life , 

educational institutes - Schools and colleges have a huge potential to build a 

person’s awareness and preparedness towards internal threats and thus 

strengthen India’s security structure . Apart from mock drill training and 

emergency contact sharing a lot more can be done . Say , for classes above 8 , 

teachers should talk and discuss with their students about major internal threats 

in our country, reasons for them and our country’s preparedness to deal with 

them. These discussions bring awareness . Police officials should be invited to 

schools to interact with students and build in them confidence , trust and 

friendliness to approach them . There can be skill workshops of basic training to 

make students mentally and physically fit by specialized trainers . Groups like NCC 

and NSS in institutes need to be more pro actively encouraged to be taken up by 

students . 

 

 

 

 

3.9 Media 

 

Undoubtedly Media is one of the most important and quickest information source 

today. Both print and electronic media have huge power and potential to influence 

people and events . At times media is a trouble maker  too when its quest for 

earning TRPS’s overtakes the national interest. For example During the 26/11 

Mumbai terror attack , the way Indian TV channels freely showcased the live 

coverage that were of great help to the terrorist sitting far away who were 

watching these channels and guiding their friends about the location of Indian 

Security forces and their operations . This made the task of security forces not only 

exceedingly difficult but also dangerous . Same was highlighted and criticized by 

the supreme court on the basis of transcripts found that have many reference to 

the media reports and visuals being shown on TV screen(47). In the name of 

freedom of expression and speech these TV channels can’t put our country at risk , 

its a complete blunder . 

  

At the same time Media can be a blessing in disguise . Local regional newspapers 

have a huge readership on regular basis . These newspapers should discuss more 

and more about India’s security issues , make people aware of threats and their 

responsibilities , ask for their participation and motivate them . Audios and visuals 
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are excellent medium to catch attention of people and make them listen to you . 

Electronic media – TV’s , radio , social media are very quick and effective . 

Dissemination of important and emergency information from government  is best 

achieved through media only . Media is very much responsible in building public 

perception about Police and government .  

 

Both Media and government / security officials needs to be more co-operative and 

build healthy relationships . Media channels should work in public interest and 

come out with more creative and engaging ways to get citizen participation in 

strengthening India’s internal security . Government should reward and appreciate 

such channels .  

 

 

 

 

 
. 
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4. Methodology 

 

 

4.1 Literature Search 

There is extensive secondary research involved to understand what is internal 

security, major threats , institutional arrangement of internal security in India , 

role of citizens and the ways through which their participation can be increased. 

I referred to various books , reports by government departments , government 

websites , newspaper articles and other useful weblinks . Details are mentioned in 

references, 

 

4.2 Field Visits 

I undertook two field visits . One at Noida Police station , sector 20. And the other 

at Vasant Vihar Police station in South Delhi . 

These field visits helped me to understand the structure , working of a Police 

station. My interaction with SHO , head constables and other policemen introduced 

me to the challenges faced by police officials , their expectation from the 

government and citizens. It also helped me understand the public-police 

relationship and reasons behind it. These field visits were very fruitful for 

completing this project.  
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4.3 Meetings 

There were three personal meetings with my mentor followed by discussion on 

mail and phone. The meetings gave me  the right direction to think and build on my 

project , it corrected my mistakes and guided me throughout. Some other meetings 

during guest lectures were : 

 

Date Name Designation  Institution Topic of 

Discussion 

18 June,2014 Shri P Venkata 

Rama Sastry  

IAS , UP cadre. 

Currently 

Inspector 

General of 

Police, National 

Investigation 

Agency 

IIT Delhi Police Reforms , 

A move towards 

a people’s 

police, 

25June,2014 Shri Devesh 

Chaturvedi 

IAS , UP cadre. 

Currently 

Principal 

secretary at 

department of 

minority 

welfare.  

IIT Delhi Security 

arrangements 

and challenges 

in Kumbh Mela 

held in Allahbad 

in 2013. 
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5. Suggestions for future work 
 

 

 Given the limited time and enormity of the scope of the assigned projects, there 

are a lot of things that need to be worked upon. The important ones are : 

 Study in detail the current Indian Penal Code , suggested reforms to it and 

lay out an idea about how reforms can be achieved through the demand of 

citizens. 

 Make field visits in border area , coastal areas , villages, metropolitan cities , 

naxal affected states etc. and find the things that people in that area can do 

to improve internal security of  India . Broadly this can be divided into – 

people in border areas , coastal areas , urban and rural areas .  

 Carry out  a survey in educational institutes with the teachers , officials , 

students and their parents, police officials towards their willingness to take 

the steps mentioned in the report. Then plan out a proper format in which it 

can be achieved. 

 -Find the ways in which government can encourage more NGO’s to work in 

this area .  
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6. Conclusion  

 

 

Internal security of India is a very vast and complex topic . Given the limited period 

of time, through this report efforts are made to make a common person 

understand what is internal security , current institutional arrangement in India to 

deal with it . Various stakeholders , their role and challenges faced are discussed in 

detail. The important aspects like intelligence gathering , investigation , and how 

they are carried out is discussed. Finally the report  focuses on some potential -

ways through which citizen participation can be increased in strengthening 

internal security of India . Organised sectors discussed have a strong potential to 

bring a significant change .  

Spirit of India lies in its citizens . In their progress lies the progress of India . 

Citizens must be secure , healthy and confident. To achieve that every Indian must  

become a responsible citizen and proudly , actively participate in strengthening its 

internal security . Because in that lies their security and prosperity . 
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“The highest measure of democracy is neither the 

‘extent of freedom’ nor the ‘extent of equality’ but 

rather the highest measure of participation.” 

- A.D. Benoist 
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about the rights and responsibilities of citizens towards the society and 

state. Rakshak engages in and supports social and scientific research on 

public policy and social issues. 
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